Beautiful and Practical, Classic and Contemporary. Providing shade and protection, the original Ombrelloni parasols feature high-end acrylic canopies in a natural colour. Traditional techniques and materials create a holiday ambience. The original Ombrelloni parasols are exclusively available at wb form. For centuries, the frames have been manufactured for Italy’s towns and villages, for the terraces of country estates and for small and large gardens. All parasols feature a rope pull to facilitate opening and closing. The canopy has been adapted to meet modern requirements: it is made from Teflon-treated acrylic fabric weighing 350 gr/m², which makes it extremely durable and easy-care without compromising on tactile and aesthetic qualities in comparison to the former cotton canopies. The Ombrelloni parasol comes in six different sizes and designs: the largest has a diameter of 5 metres while the smallest can be tilted and is ideal for patios. All wooden parts as well as the canopies and rope pulls are replaceable, thus making the Ombrelloni a lifelong companion.
Ombrelloni. Design wb form

„The original outshines them all“

Materials:
Solid wood frame with Teflon-treated acrylic canopy weighing 350gr/m2.

Dimensions in cm h/Ø:
234/250, 264/300, 280/400, 290/500, 260/300/300, 280/400/300

New Colours available in Ø250:
Dark Red, Grey, Dark Green

For umbrellas with 2.5m:
Base 40kg, Ø 60cm,
Tube interior 42mm

For umbrellas as of 3m:
Base 50kg, Ø 60cm,
Tube interior 60mm